Let T n denote the set of triangulations of a convex polygon K with n sides. We study the random walk on T n whose transitions are \ ips" of one of the n ? 3 internal diagonals of the current triangulation, the choice of diagonal being random. By bounding the conductance of this graph we show that the walk mixes rapidly, namely in time O(n ).
Introduction and Summary
Consider a convex polygon K on n points p 0 ; : : : ; p n?1 , in clockwise order. A triangulation is a set of n?3 non-crossing diagonals p i p j which partitions K into n?2 triangles. It is familiar (see e.g. , 7] ) that T n , the set of all triangulations of K, satis es jT n j = n?2 1 n ? 1 2n ? 4 n ? 2 ! ; (1) the right hand side being the (n ? 2) nd Catalan number. We consider the graph G n whose vertex set is V = T n . Edges are triangulations which di er by one diagonal. Speci cally, a diagonal of a triangulation 2 V may be \ ipped"; i.e., removed -creating a quadrilateraland replaced in the opposite way to give a new triangulation 0 adjacent to in G n . Thus G n is n ? 3 regular.
It is natural to consider the random walk on G n which moves to each neighbor of a vertex with equal chance. The key question is how quickly the walk converges to the steady-state distribution, in this case, the uniform. Often, there are practical reasons for studying such a random walk on a set S of combinatorial objects, for example to estimate the size of S or to generate an element of S at random. However we already know jG n j = n?2 and there already exist optimal algorithms to generate random triangulations 3], 1], 2]. But there are interesting sets which are related to T n , e.g., T n (P ), the set of triangulations of the nonconvex, simple polygon P, and T n (K), the triangulations of the set K whose points are not in convex position; in both these cases the task of computing the size, and of generating a random element are open problems. By studying the walk on T n we may learn how to study other sets of triangulations.
Part of the work of B. Reed was supported by a FAPESP grant Unfortunately little is known about the triangulation walk. This is surprising because G n is so familiar and well- G n is also the graph of rooted binary trees with n?2 internal nodes, adjacency de ned by the rotation operation). In the present paper we will apply the method of conductance to show that the walk mixes rapidly. Write S for T n nS. We prove Theorem 1 For any set S T n , there is a matching from S to S with jSjjSj jT n jn edges of G n .
This would imply that the conductance is greater than 1=(2n
+1
) and the mixing rate O(n 2 +3
) 11]. We will prove this with = 11 but think we can reduce it to 4 or 5. In addition we show Theorem 2 The mixing rate is at least (n 3=2 ).
It is interesting here to compare this to the walk on the n-cube (similar to G n , it is an n-regular graph with c n vertices), which mixes in O(n log n) steps.
A key idea behind these results is a partitioning of T n into sets in which all triangulations share a certain \central triangle" t. This allows us to apply induction on the 3 subpolygons de ned by t. It also gives us the ability to move between sets of triangulations in a systematic way and to construct a matching with many edges from S to S.
In the next section we collect some notations, de nitions, and useful facts about T n . The lower bound is proved in Section 3. We do this rst because it is much more pleasant and easier than the proof of the conductance bound, which is sketched in Section 4.
Some Preliminaries
Again, G n is the graph with vertex set V = T n , the set of triangulations of the convex polygon K whose vertices are the points p 0 ; : : : ; p n?1 , written in clockwise order; triangulations 1 and 2 in V are adjacent if 2 may be obtained by ipping one of the n ? 3 diagonals of 1 . The triangulation walk moves from a vertex to one of its n ? 3 neighbors, each with equal probability. This gives an ergodic Markov chain MC(n) which is reversible, and its stationary distribution is the uniform probability on V .
If p i p j is a diagonal of a triangulation 2 V , i > j, de ne its length to be kp i p j k = min(i ? j; n ? i + j), the (fewest) number of successive edges of K between the endpoints. Every triangulation has a longest diagonal`and it is clear that n=3 k`k n=2, the upper bound attainable only if n is even. The longest diagonal must be in a triangle t = p i p j p k , which has the sum of the lengths of its three diagonals equal to n. We call t a central triangle and observe that it is unique unless n is even and has a diagonal`with length n=2. In For each t 2 C n we let T t denote the triangulations which have t as their central triangle.
The sets T t partition V . Given a central triangle t = p i p j p k , i < j < k, let A denote the subpolygon p i ; p i+1 ; : : : ; p j ; p i de ned by p i p j , B, the subpolygon de ned by p i p k , and C, the subpolygon de ned by p j p i (see Figure 1 ). We write T A , T B , and T C for the triangulations of A, B, and C, respectively. Observe that there are two degenerate cases here. The rst is when n is even and t is degenerate. In this case we think of A as a polygon with one vertex and jT A j = 1. In the other, n is odd and t contains an edge of K. In this case we think of A as a polygon with two vertices and again jT A j = 1. We note that each triple a 2 T 
One consequence is that for n 20, jT t j jV j=16 for degenerate central triangles.
A diagonal p i p i+2 of length 2 de nes an ear at p i+1 , and every 2 V has at least 2 (and at most n=2) ears. De ne E i f 2 V : has an ear at p i g; i = 1; : : : ; n; the triangulations with ears at vertex p i . Clearly jE i j = jT n?1 j so from (1), jE i j = 1 4 jT n j 1 + 3 2n ? 5 :
The edge p 0 p 1 of K must be in some triangle of the triangulation, say p 0 p 1 p i . According to (3) , for about 1=4 of the triangulations in T n , p i = 2 (this puts an ear at p 1 ), and in about 1=4 of the triangulations p i = n ? 1 (an ear at p 0 ). If a triangulation contains triangle t = p 0 p 1 p i we write APEX n ( ) = min(i; n ? i), 2 ). By symmetry, in a random triangulation, the apex of the triangle containing polygon edge p j p j+1 is expected to have distance O( p n) from that edge.
Finally, given central triangles t and t 0 , 1. There is a path P : t = u 0 ; u 1 ; : : : ; u k = t 0 in G(C n ) with no interior u i degenerate, and 2. jT u i j is minimized on one of the endpoints unless both t and t 0 have a side of length 2.
In this case we can guarantee that min(jT u i j; u i 2 P) jT t j=64.
A Lower Bound on the Mixing Rate
We prove that the mixing rate is at least (n 3=2
). Let t = p 1 p n=2 p 3n=4 be the initial central triangle and we start the chain at a random element 2 T t . The walk continues while the central triangle avoids the interval I from p 2n=10 to p 3n=10 , an interval of length n=10 (see Fig.  2 ). The important fact is that the subset S V whose central triangles have at least one vertex in I satis es P = jSj jV j c;
for some constant c > 0. Let N denote the number of steps of MC(n) -starting at -before the walk hits a triangulation in S. We will show that
From this it is easy to show that for any function w(n) " 1,
Since S has probability P > 0, the walk cannot be within " of the uniform distribution in n 3=2 =w(n) steps. With a little more e ort we can establish stronger concentration for N and eliminate w(n). We apply the same argument inductively to the current bounding edge k . It will always be the case that (see Fig. 2) 1. The part of the current triangulation to the right of k is random. 
The Conductance Bound
The conductance (G n ) is the minimum over all sets S V , jSj jSj, of 1 n ? 3 jedges S ! Sj jSj : Given S T n , write r = jSj=jT n j as its fraction of V = T n . Theorem 1 asserts that for any S T n there is a matching from S to S with jSjjSj jT n jn (5) edges of G n and this implies that the conductance is greater than 1=(2n +1 ).
For a central triangle t 2 C n write S t = S \ T t and r t = jS t j=jT t j as its fraction of T t . To prove (5) Proof of Theorem 1: We prove (5) with = 11. Because r = jSj=jT n j 1=2, the asserted size of the matching is less than 1 unless n?2 > 2n 11 , so we proceed by induction on n, now assuming that n 35.
If there were big matchings from S \ T t to S \ T t for enough of the T t we would be done. Let Big = ft 2 C n : r t > 12=23g and T Big = S t2Big T t . Applying Lemma 2 (the proof is based on a straightforward induction argument which we omit in this abstract) to central triangles not in Big and summing, we nd there is a matching of size 2 X t6 2Big jS \ T t j n = 2 jS \ T Big j n :
The right hand side exceeds the asserted bound unless jS \ T Big j < jSj=2, so we may assume jS \ T Big j jSj=2. , replaced by 1 4 . The only di culty in the proof occurs when either r 1 is signi cantly di erent from jS\Y 1 j jY 1 j or r 2 is signi cantly di erent from jS\Y 2 j jY 2 j . To handle this situation, we apply the following lemma, which may have independent interest, to the two appropriate quotient polygons: Proof: We recursively prove Lemmas 4 and 5 in the following way: We prove Lemma 4 for any n assuming Lemmas 4 and 5 for all n 0 < n. We prove Lemma 5 for any n assuming both lemmas for n 0 < n and Lemma 4 for n. The proofs proceed by induction on central triangles.
Here is a sketch.
We can take jS(m)j jSjjE m j=jT n j in (6) since D m (S) = D m (S) and the absolute value is redundant in one of these two cases. Given t = p i p j p k 2 C n , the ring R = R(t) is the set ft; p i+1 p j+1 p k+1 ; : : : ; p i?1 p j?1 p k?1 g of rotations of t (subscripts always modn). Write T R = t2R T t and S R = S \ T R , and let R be the set of all rings. A ring is non-degenerate if it consists of non-degenerate triangles.
For each`= 1; : : : ; bn=3 + 1c the level X`is the set of t 2 C n such that the minimum length quotient polygon has size`, and we write T X`= t2X`T t and S X`= S \ T X`. We note that X 1 is empty if`is odd and X 2 is empty if`is even. We need to treat X 1 and X 2 di erently from X`,` 3, and we call then degenerate levels. Finally write for each t 2 C n , ring R, andr = jSj jT n j ; r t = jS t j jT t j ; r R = jS R j jT R j ; r`= jS X`j jT X`j ;
and observe that D m (S) = X t2Cn jS t \ S(m)j ? jSj jT n j jT t \ E m j :
If p m is a vertex of t = p i p j p k then jT t \ E m j = 0. Otherwise, letting t denote the size of the quotient subpolygon containing p m and using (3) We deal with these four summation terms one at a time. The idea is that if any are large, then the lemma is already true. On the other hand they cannot all be small. Let 1 be the value of the rst summation in (8) be the term in the 2 sum which corresponds to R. For each non-degenerate R, we can nd a cycle C R in G(C n ) containing no degenerate triangles, which contains all of R, and has exactly 3jRj vertices all of which are either in R or adjacent to an element of R. We call C R , the extended ring for R. Each central triangle is in at most 7 extended rings since it has at most six neighbours in G(C n ). Let T C R = S t2C R T t . This claim is proved by choosing t 1 and t 2 which respectively maximize and minimize r t over C R and then applying Lemma 3 to t 1 ,t 2 , and C R . We omit the details. Since each central triangle is in at most seven extended rings, the union of these matchings over the nondegenerate triangles has maximum degree seven, and hence has an eight colouring. Adding the disjoint matching from the degenerate ring to the largest color class, and summing the contributions of all the rings, we see that if 2 accounts for more than 1=2 of D m (S), Lemma 5 is already true. Next we can apply Lemma 3 in a similar but more complicated fashion to show that the third term in (8), 3 , must be less than D m (S)=400, and nally, that 4 , the fourth summation in (8) , is less than 5D m (S)=12. Putting these statements together, the ear lemma is already true unless an impossibility that completes the proof. Since Y i is just E m for some ear in one of the quotient polygons de ned by t i , the result holds by applying the Ear Lemma to these two quotient polygon (we need to sum over all pairs of triangulations of the other polygons but this is straightforward). We get a 2 8 factor bonus because the quotient polygons are smaller. This explains the 63 in Lemma 4 which is not present in the Ear Lemma. If exactly one of the t i is degenerate, we proceed as above, but now the matching is between a subset of T t 1 where we x an ear in both quotient polygons.
However the matching hits all of T t 2 so MIN = jT t 2 j and the proof technique works. If t 1 and t 2 are both degenerate, then the fact that we consider two ears -not one -accounts for the loss of a factor of 4 in the result. We omit the details.
